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The Sexual 
Soulmate Pact

by Susan Bratton

Dedicated to Arielle Ford for asking me how

to turn a mate into a sexual soulmate and

for being my champion… To my lover who

takes me into outrageous realms of soul-

satisfying oneness using the foundations

inside this book… And to my followers

who allow me the honor of giving them a

map to their own rapture and connection.



“The Sexual Soulmate Pact has two parts. One is a mutual

understanding of how our hearts, minds and bodies respond to

sexual stimulation. The second part of the Pact is a two-word

phrase you’ll use together during lovemaking that will lift your

passion higher and higher the more you use it.

The Sexual Soulmate Pact is

just one of the six essentials

for connected sex from

the #1 international

best-selling book,

Sexual Soulmates.
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Praise For Sexual Soulmates:
The 6 Essential For Connected Sex

I liked your whole section on context and how women may be more sensitive to the environment
of sexual encounters. 

~ Dr. Susan Campbell, Sebastopol, CA

I am a Registered Psychologist so I can give you a professional opinion - what you are doing is
marvellous! The book is excellent because it is based on solid psychological principles grounded
in a practical 'how to' guide. 

~ Lawrence S., Paris France

Sexual Soulmates was a total an eye-opener! You gave us the missing piece to the intimacy
puzzle. Huge thank you from me & my wife. In the matter of a week, we’ve put our relationship
back on the “upward pleasure spiral.” So much fun!! Blessings to you from Chicago. 

~ Daniel P.

This is NOT your typical bunch of puff and fluff slapped together to entice you to buy stuff-- This
is a really complete and useful book that is filled with great ideas and insights to make your
relationship really fire on all cylinders.  Look, once you get past the early stages, everyone knows
it's rare, and sometimes even seems impossible to stop the drift from erotic and spicy into plain
vanilla friendship (or worse, to just annoying and exhausting).

My friend Susan Bratton poured her heart and a ton of real-life experience (her own and that of
her clients) into creating something really, really good for both men and women. 

~ Alex Allman, Revolutionary Sex

I loved Steamy Sex Ed, and Revive Her Drive, both brought about big breakthroughs in our sex
life. Sexual Soulmates is spot-on, the icing on the cake. The context you create for relationship
gave me permission to be in the moment, totally in my body… and you know what I found there?
My beautiful wife!! She’d been waiting there all along, just waiting for me to catch on. 

~ Steven from Scotland, originally from Cape Town, South Africa.

I like all of your content, the stuff you put out is so practical. I’ve become a much better lover since
I found you. Sexual Soulmates is the best yet. It would make a fantastic plot for a romance novel.
Better yet, a movie starring Colin Firth as the bewildered husband who finally finds the real road
to happily ever after.  

~ Brad R., Santa Barbara, CA

This is the best book Susan Bratton has written yet. Period. 
~ Shanda

I read Arielle Ford’s Turn Your Mate Into Your Soulmate, but this book eclipses it by a long shot. I
have purchased numerous programs over the internet--both from male and female authors--
hoping to entice my wife to be more sexual. Once I downloaded and read this book, I had her
read it as well. I am pleased to say, she had a "Aha" moment. She now asks me for "Erotic
Playdates.” Amazing! 

~ Jack, Long Island

Now I know how to keep my wife entertained both between the sheets and between her ears!
~ Donald M., Edmonds Canada
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I’m a doctor in upstate New York who has been working on getting my wife to want sex for more
than half our married wife. We recently read Emily Nagoski's book, Come As You Are. But like
most books on sex, it made her feel pressured. She got really angry that I’m always trying to
change her. The natural result, I suppose of an unstoppable force (male sex drive) hitting up
against an unmovable object (female sexual repression). Now, that I know about presence and
making small offers, these two opposing forces seem irrelevant.  

Hello from Down Under. My wife and I have been married forty years. After reading Sexual
Soulmates, we feel like newlyweds again. Especially valuable for us is your teaching on how to
create “loverspace.” We’ve found that magical place haphazardly over the years but it never
occurred to me that I could create it intentionally. Everyone should read this book! 

~ David D., Sydney Australia

I loved, loved, loved this book. Pretty impressive for an Italian man who thought he knew
everything about how to please a woman. You’ve turned me into the best lover ever. Just ask any
one of my girlfriends!

~ Antonio S., New York City

Wow! I had one Ah-ha moment after the other. Each chapter built upon the other for a truly
enlightening ride. My wife and I have grown so much closer. And just from reframing how we see
each other: not just as mates but as sexual soulmates. 

~ L.T.

After 50 years of marriage and many years of no sex at all due to medical issues (hers and mine),
we’re having tons of fun just playing together. Thanks so much for letting me off the hook about
“performance.” That insight alone was worth the price of admission. It opened a whole new world
of deep feeling. You rock! Your big fan,

~ John from Palo Alto

A perfect book! And a bang-up good read. I especially appreciated the way you broke it down. It
was so easy to read! Unlike so many books on relationship that are long and drawn out, you get
straight to the point. You’ve given this 37-year old faith that I might actually find… excuse me
create, true and lasting love. 

~ Nate from Ibiza, Spain

My name is Denise and your book was mind-blowing for me. Totally helped me understand why
my past relationships didn’t work out. I'm currently 36 and single, and you can bet l will put your
advice to work with my next partner. I want a relationship second to none… and I deserve it! 

~ Denise, Portland

Such original insights in this book. I love the emphasis on play. And “forget about performance in
the bedroom…” Pure genius! 

~ Rachel from Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Sexual Soulmates was awesome. It resonated with me in so many ways. I called my husband right
after I read it and told him, “Come home NOW!” 

~ Cheryl, Las Vegas

Your information is always amazing! This book helped me move on and end a bad relationship.
You revived my faith in the whole idea of “soulmates” and expanded my mind to think about a
sexual soulmate relationship. I imagine I won’t be single for long! 

~ Daniella U, Boston
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Over a period of 16 years my wife came home later and later every night. She always was so tired,
I didn’t push sex. I wanted to be considerate and let her get a good night’s sleep, hoping maybe
we could be intimate on the weekend. But no, she was still too tired. We split up last fall, but I still
love her. I sent her a copy of your book and we’re working now on a reconciliation with your
model in mind. Maybe there is hope for our marriage. 

~ Jay, New Zealand

I especially appreciated the frank discussion about partners having different needs in the bedroom.
~ Paul M. from Walnut Creek, CA

Thank you for helping me understand what I want in a soulmate and giving me step-by-step
instructions on how to get it! 

~ Steven A., Amsterdam

I appreciate all your advice; it gives me the confidence that I can be an amazing lover to the
woman of my dreams. 

~ Randy P., Houston Texas

After reading this book, I started making more of an effort to appreciate my husband and boy is
he a happy man! We are a mature couple (he’s 57, I’m a hot 63-year old “cougar” if I do say so
myself), and we’ve had our share of sexual dry spots, but you have encouraged us to be more
caring of each other. Susan, your enthusiasm is infectious! 

~ Dorothy B., Bangor, Maine

After reading Sexual Soulmates, my partner was able to open up in ways NEITHER of us could
believe.  She'd always just focused on the "closeness" aspect of sex, and never thought it a
problem that she could only reach orgasm through oral sex or manual stimulation. Using your
suggestions, she's been able to climax several times during penetration - even having multiples
on one occasion. I can't wait to learn more! 

~ Mitchell R, Phoenix

I liked the feedback loop. Never thought of giving my “animal side” permission to report on what
it needs. My man just loves it! 

~ Christine G, Honolulu, Hawaii

I particularly love the light switch and stove analogy. Like always, you always help me learn new
things about sex. 

~ Tom H., Saint Louis, MO

“Okay, baby.” What more is there to say? Oh, yeah: “Thank you!” This book was a total blessing. 
~ Derek, Hollywood, CA

I tend to be philosophical, so the section on “Mindfulness and Positivity” really struck a cord for
ma. Same with “Polarity and respecting differences” and “Tending the Flames of the Fire.” Your
book is full of great insights into integrity in intimate relationships. I’d love to see Part 2!

~ Gregory, Western Australia

From my point of view and personal experience, the most important part of all is the PRESENCE!
~ Bjorn A., Netherlands
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I found the part that says to communicate what you want without fear of rejection or reprisal very
freeing. Helped me see that being afraid does not work. Even more important, there is a better way!

~ Heloise, Fairfield, Iowa

I'm a mature attractive, healthy single lady. I live in Buderim, Queensland Australia. This book gave
me a total leg up on dating. Cheers!

~ Laura D., Aussie fan

Your introduction was gripping and it just got better and better from there! 
~ Patrice, Duarte, CA

I really liked the information. So beautifully presented. Felt like you and I were chatting over coffee!
~ Cara, Seattle, WA

The bit about loverspace was brilliant. He did exactly as you said and made me feel safe like no
other partner ever has before! 

~ Janet, San Diego

"A context conducive to surrender.” Whoa! Did that ever hit home for me. Creating the
"comfortable" environment was key to letting my wife totally relax and simply enjoy each other.
Thank you for opening this door for us; we can make the best love ever! 

~ Geoffrey P., Nashville, Tennessee

I am 54 and my wife is 51. We live in Boulder CO. You are an amazing coach and definitely have
helped us eliminate boredom from the bedroom. THANK YOU😊

~ Kevin T., Huntington Beach, CA

I enjoyed the whole book, especially the advice of being more patient & letting him think he's in
control! Who would’ve thought? 

~ Bonnie E, Coos Bay, Oregon

I liked where you spoke about the power of presence.  I have practiced being more present in the
last couple of years and have noticed that it makes a difference. I haven't had a lover in ages, but
when it does happen, I will definitely give her the gift of my presence.

~ Mick M., Tampa Bay, FLA

I am very lucky because 99% of the time my wife and I come at exactly the same time. I have
asked her directly many times if she is satisfied with our sex life and she says she is 100%.  During
intercourse she really lets go and has a whale of time. The problem is, we only have sex once a
month. On top of that, she is not at all interested in oral sex or touching her genitals in any way
with my hands. We engage in a lot of foreplay and she loves when I kiss her nipples and kneed
her butt, but if I get near her genitals with my hands she says, I like your penis and don’t need
anything else. I fear there is something blocking her from enjoying oral or flirty fingers.

After reading your book and asking her to report from her animal, the blockage has slowly
started to lift. Fingers crossed! 

~ Len, Redwood City, CA

Very helpful information. 
~ Randall R., Gary, Indiana
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If we’d been taught this in 8th grade, our lives would be so different! 
~ Linette D., Rocklin, CA

Your specific information & directions are awesome for all men & women! I found out my wife's
needs, desires, wants by directly asking her for specifics in exact terms that I could understand &
relate to. She is the type girl who is not very comfortable talking about sex with her lover, but she
& her friends get extremely specific & excited when they compare notes on their love lives. I have
overheard them on a few occasions and wonder why they tell each other what they want and not
their husbands! I love the specifics and want her feedback because she changes daily and I don’t
like feeling clueless. I’m hoping that reading her book will help her understand and share with me,
not just her girlfriends. 

~ Josh G., Fort Collins, Colorado

Interesting and inspiring. Love it like mad! 
~ Carl W, South Dakota

"Your busy life requires you to become a badass when it comes to making time for the things that
mean the most." That sentence alone has changed my life. My partner and I are both 70 and still
very much want hot sex. Thank you so much! 

~ Landon R., Trenton, New Jersey

Thank you for the book. You have truly helped me in my quest. 
~ George Y., Miami, FLA

Thank you for the insight. You showed me how important "play" is in a relationship. 
~ Sara S., Ojai, CA

My sweetest moment with my lover was when I learned to surrender to my passion instead of
trying to control the situation. That is what I learned from this great book. 

~ Cindy V., Montreal, Canada

I'm 46, from Toronto and single. Your suggestions are fantastic, love how you make the points
about breathing together, looking into each other's eyes, and giving the best hug in the world.
Really can't wait to create my soulmate relationship. 

~ Teresa R.

I read your book twice and just gobbled it up. My future lover is one lucky person. 
~ Tony S., Ashland, OR

I'm 58 but still feel 28. Maybe my age gives me better appreciation of your work. Keep it coming.  
~ Matthew M., Barrington, IL

I think the feedback loops are very powerful. Especially knowing there are no filters, no reason to
hurt my ego. It’s learning..

~ Joe O., Cleveland, OH

So simple and yet transformative: fully relax and be in the moment. Boom! 
~ Katrina, Oakland, CA
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If you’re like most of us, you

long for a relationship that

brings out the best in you

and your partner. You

deserve that kind of love—

an intimate, connected

togetherness that is second

to none.

Whether you’re single and

looking…. involved but

unsure about your current

relationship... or in a fully

committed partnership...

the Sexual Soulmate Pact can open the

door to a life full of passion and ever-

deepening love. 
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As you will see from the stories, this simple technique is

for men, women and anyone across the gender spectrum

of any age from lands near and far.

I speak as a woman who found, then lost, then re-

discovered her soulmate and, ultimately, created a

sexual soulmate relationship.  Now after 25 years

of marriage, our sex life keeps getting deeper,

more connected, and HOTTER.  And this

from a woman whose husband use to beg

her for sex. True story.

Note that I said “created a sexual

soulmate relationship.” This is a crucial

distinction and, in a moment, I will show

you exactly why. By the time you finish

this itty bitty book, you will understand
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why I put so much emphasis on how you can create a

sexual soulmate with a partner you have now or the one you

will attract.

Sexual Soulmates Aren’t Found, They’re Made

It’s easy to get seduced by the seemingly endless

stream of articles and blogs that regurgitate

the same old list of “signs” that you’ve found

your soulmate: 

“You’ll know you’ve found The One when

your love is so intense it takes your breath

away…”

“... when you feel a strong physical as well

as an emotional attraction…” 
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“... when you can share all your desires and your

fantasies…” 

“when you make love all night or pillow-talk until the sun

comes up…” 

In my experience, these are

superficial, romanticized ideals

that have little to do with the

day-to-day moments in time

that make up your life together.

I don’t believe in relationships

that are “fate” or that people

are “meant for each other.”

There is no one perfect person out there who

“completes” you. There are all kinds of

wonderful people who you can co-create a

beautiful, passionate life with… when you

use tools like this Soulmate Pact I’m about

to share with you.

Regardless of where you are now—in a

relationship or not, happy with your lover

or not, with your soulmate or not, with a

lover you’re still hot for you or one who’s
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morphed into a BFF—I

invite you to embrace the

possibility of creating

rather than finding a

soulmate-level lover.

That’s right. I said create. 

Sexual soulmates aren’t

found, they’re made. 

Here’s another thing I want you to know: passionate

relationships that last and grow over time are built on a

solid foundation of sensual, erotic love. That is to say:

nobody gets bored! 

When the sensual, erotic aspect of a love

relationship starts to grow, you will feel

connected in surprising new ways you never

imagined before. Cheryl was amazed when

she found herself calling her husband in

the middle of the day, saying “Come home

now! I have to have you!”
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Passion Is The Foundation for Soul-Satisfying Love

This is the crucial distinction between a soulmate and a

sexual soulmate. Too many people who, once upon a time,

thought they’d found their soulmate, end up resigned to

boring sex or no sex at all

.

What I want you to know is

this: breakup or divorce is

not the enemy. Fear is the

enemy. Boredom is the

enemy. Fear and boredom.

Bad bedfellows.

Fear of speaking up for

what you want… and

boredom in the bedroom

crush relationships.

The way to stay out of the

bedroom boredom trap is

to continuously grow and

learn together. Too many people don’t

have the tools they need to communicate

their desires in the bedroom together so

they flounder.
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With this simple Soulmate Pact

model, your sex life will flourish!

In licensed psychologist, Raymond’s

professional opinion, the approach

laid out in Sexual Soulmates is based

on solid psychological principles

grounded in a practical “how to” guide.

He called the program “marvelous” and

original, very different from other

relationship advice that’s out there, and

beautifully written with compassion for

the reader. What’s more, in his words:

“it works.” 

Upgrade Your Relationship

Just by opening this book, you’ve made the

choice to upgrade your relationship. Use this

Soulmate Pact to take one step closer to

cultivating a sexual connection that

nourishes both of you. Using this Soulmate

Pact will make a huge difference in the

understanding you and your lover have

versus the rest of the world who are

caught in a web of self-generated

frustration with themselves, their partner

and their sex life.
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Len had stopped dating after his divorce. He’d suffered

through a sexless marriage for three decades and thought

he was better off single

than getting into another

relationship where sex was

not part of the deal.

Reading Sexual Soulmates

showed him what was

possible, and put into

words exactly what he

wanted in a relationship:

sex that increased

intimacy with a partner,

expanded the connection

between them, and

continued to strengthen

their bond over time. 

Once he had that vision, he began dating

again. Then he met a woman who he felt

had the potential to be his sexual

soulmate, he had an Ah-ha moment when

he realized he could not just think a deep

soul-connected relationship would just

“magically happen” because she was The

One, but that he had to take responsibility
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for making that

happen. So he

introduced her to

The Sexual Soulmate

Pact, which thrilled her

no end because she had

also suffered through a

sexless marriage and

never wanted to go

there again. 

I highly recommend you adopt this mindset and take

responsibility for co-creating your sexual soulmate by

starting with this simple reframe on guiding each other

toward more pleasure during lovemaking.

Even if you’re in a sexless marriage, it’s never

too late to turn your mate into your sexual

soulmate. 

That’s what happened for Don after

reading Sexual Soulmates. His partner

began opening up to him in ways

NEITHER of them could believe.

Previously, she’d “gone along” with sex for

the closeness, but never thought she could
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have an orgasm through penetration and had accepted

that she was only capable of climaxing through oral sex or

manual stimulation. Once they put

my suggestions to work, she started

having multiple orgasms during

penetration and devoted themselves

to learning as much as they could to

fully enjoy their sexual potential.

Your Pleasure Potential Is Infinite

The hallmark of sexual soulmates is

the ability to fully surrender to

pleasure. Anyone can surrender

partially, just like anyone can have an

ordinary orgasm. But how many

couples do you know who take such complete

delight in each other that they seem to ooze

with pleasure… They lose themselves in each

other… They surrender to their pleasure

together…That they are eager to fall into

bed and lose themselves in their lust for

each other?

When you are with a couple that has a hot

sex life together, you can feel a tangible

love, a palpable bond between them.
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These couples seem to live in a rarified atmosphere. And

the truth is: they do. 

Why? Because they

trust each other.

Both partners feel

safe. They have

agreements that

allow them to be

open and vulnerable

in the bedroom.

When they’re behind closed doors, they can let go, be playful,

and enjoy the thrill of variety that keeps things spicy.

For that to happen, it’s vital that your agreements with

your lover are specific. The last thing you need is

an agreement that’s vague. Worse, feeling your

way along without knowing how you’re

doing. Worse yet, not knowing what you

want, just knowing you’re not getting it.

Specificity goes a long way to building

trust. The Sexual Soulmate Pact is an

agreement… more like a bedrock

foundation of understanding that you can

build your bliss on.  
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The Sexual Soulmate Pact involves a very specific

agreement about giving and receiving feedback. When two

people have clear agreements in the bedroom, they enjoy

certain benefits. Even if your partner won’t talk about sex,

keep reading. 

You don’t even have to

discuss the feedback

loop; just give yourself

permission to clue your

lover into what your

“animal side” wants

and needs and watch

what happens. 

The most important

benefit the two of you

will enjoy (even if it’s

unspoken) is the ability

to surrender, both to

and with your lover. And that is what gives

you the all-access pass to a world of

erotic bliss that is literally infinite in its

pleasure potential.
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Think of the Pact as two sexual rules of engagement that

work synergistically to amplify your pleasure in the moment

and for the duration of your relationship.

“The Sexual Soulmate Pact has two parts. One is a mutual

understanding of how our hearts, minds and bodies respond to

sexual stimulation. The second part of the Pact is a two-word

phrase you’ll use together to lift your passion higher.”
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Hardwired For Pleasure

Here we go.

The Sexual Soulmate

pact takes into account

the fact that we all have

an essential, animalistic

nature. Think of it as your

hedonistic side, the

pleasure-seeking aspect

of human beings. I’ve

taken to calling this

essential part of me “my

animal.” 

When I say hedonistic,

I’m not talking greed and

gluttony. I’m talking

about the pure joy of having a physical

body with inbuilt pleasure circuits. Human

beings are hardwired to seek pleasure and

avoid pain. The first agreement in The

Sexual Soulmate Pact harnesses the

power of that hard-wiring and parlays it

into more and more pleasure.
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As well, we human animals are hormonally-driven.

Women especially find that what they desire changes not

just from day to day, but minute to minute. That tends to

confound guys… because what worked to drive her wild

yesterday isn’t having any effect today. 

Because of the particularly cyclical nature

of the female animal (and many men too)

it’s important to pinpoint desires in the

moment and let your lover know that

today you want it slow and loving or fast

and rough or whatever your body desires.
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My friend, Phil, really appreciated the frank discussion

about partners having different needs in the bedroom. He’d

never had an honest

conversation with a sex

partner. Finally he could

understand those differences.

Now he can work with his

partner to achieve the right

kind of stimulation each time

they make love. This allowed

him to let go of the pressure

he was putting on himself to

figure out how to please her. 

This Soulmate Pact is

extremely powerful because it

recognizes the simple fact that neither of you

have a head made of glass and, therefore,

cannot be expected to read each other’s

minds. Reporting in from your animal body

each time you make love is crucial

because both men and women like to

know—and benefit greatly from

knowing—how they’re doing, sexually

speaking. And if each day you desire

different kinds of lovemaking… if each time
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you make love your body is responding differently… and

you honor that difference… accept that you’re different in

each moment… then

explaining what you need

here and now gives your

partner the information

they need to pleasure

you better.

So how do you know

how you’re doing?

Equally important: how do you let your lover know how

they’re doing? 

Feedback loops

Now we get down to the bedrock of the Sexual

Soulmate Pact: feedback loops. 

Here’s the agreement: I will give you

feedback during lovemaking and when I

do, you will understand that I am

“reporting in from my animal.”

This understanding shifts the whole

notion of feedback from potentially
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threatening to totally cooperative, from “you’re doing it

wrong” to “we can discover what gives each of us the most

pleasure if we tell each other while we’re making love.” 

Said simply: you agree to have an open

feedback loop so you can become better

and better at pleasuring each other. 

It’s seems obvious. So why doesn’t

everybody do it? 

Because they don’t know how. But now

you will. And it’s so easy!
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Giving yourselves permission

Feedback loops are powerful because they start with the

basic assumption that you and your partner are sovereign

individuals who know

your own body. In other

words: you are

responsible for your

experience. You don’t

expected your partner

to read your mind, to

decipher your various

sounds and moans, or

to know what it means

when you shift this way

or that. 

By agreeing that you are each responsible for

your experience, you give yourselves

permission to enlighten each other. 

One of the secret keys that make

feedback loops so powerful is granting

each other permission to say what is true

for you without the conditioned

requirement to “be polite.”
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I know, I know, it sounds counter-intuitive... Shouldn’t you

be polite to your bed-fellow?

Nope. Instead, consider this:

most of us have a little alarm

in our heads that prevents us

from saying certain things

aloud. You know what I’m

talking about, yes? Well, that

is one alarm you can throw

out the bedroom window.

The Sexual Soulmate Pact is

intentionally designed to

unplug that alarm. 

Censoring yourself while

making love is antithetical to

surrendering to pleasure. The solution? Let

your feedback be unfiltered. 

Think about it. If you have to go into your

head and think about what to say, how to

say it, or how your partner might react,

you are no longer present. Lose your

presence and you lose your connection in

the moment to each other. Sex is not
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cerebral, it’s somatic…

Which means, sex isn’t in

your head, it’s in your body.

Jeff is 37 and lives in

Edinburgh with his wife. He

has purchased several of

my programs including

Revive He Drive and Steamy

Sex Ed, both of which

helped improve his sex life

with his wife. But he still

found it difficult to get out

of his head. Sex remained a

cerebral experience until he

read about the Sexual Soulmate pact. He took his

wife on holiday, looking forward to spending

quality time with her. His only goal was to

cherish her and just be present. That turned

out to be the key. He just arrived in the

present moment and, for the first time,

really “saw” his beautiful wife, as if she

had been waiting patiently for him to

catch on all along. 
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Likewise when you “use your manners” you actually have

to stop and think and form a sentence.   Boom! You’ve

stopped feeling and now you’re

thinking. In either case, you

essentially make how the other

person might feel more important

than your animal desires, i.e.: more

important than your pleasure in the

moment. 

And believe me, your partner wants

to expand your pleasure, not

contract and move away from it.

That’s why you’re having sex! For fun.

For pleasure. For connection.

Helen was intrigued by my suggestion to

communicate what she wanted without fear

of rejection or reprisal for speaking up. She

realized she’d been, in her words: “going in

blind wanting more or being afraid.” No

surprise, that approach didn’t work. Once

she took the blinders off and began to

work with her partner everything got

easier. Sex became a wild ride rather than

a trip down a blind alley.
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We tend to censor ourselves out of fear that what we say

might hurt the other person. Women are especially afraid

to say something that might be

off-putting; it’s just part of our

programming as the “softer sex.”

You have to override that

programming by giving yourself

permission to say anything. 

You know you can handle

anything anyone says? And you’d

rather know that not? So can your

partner.  Wouldn’t you rather know that you can mess up

her hair and make-up as much as you want? Or that you

have to be careful because it’s just a quickie and you

have to go out right afterward, so be careful?

I’m asking you to start holding the basic

assumption is that your partner is hungry

for the information. 

Listen, for over a decade lovers all over

the world have been telling me they are

starved for feedback.  They’re flying blind.

Somebody’s gotta say the first word!  And

that’s you, my love.
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Jerry was thrilled to find out what

his wife’s wanted by directly asking

her. She started to articulate her

desires and, because he encouraged

it by thanking her and adjusting

what he has doing, she began to be

more specific and tell him what to

do in exact terms that he could

understand. It really shocked him

because he’d always thought of her

as the type of girl that didn’t like

talking about sex! He shared with

her his new understanding of the changeability of her

arousal patterns and she said to him, “I’ve never felt so

accepted and cherished by a man, and so beautifully

made love to. You’ve taught me things I didn’t

even know about myself. That’s priceless. I feel

like the luckiest woman in the world.” 

You can have this type of breakthrough,

too. All it takes is getting real and starting

to give your lover feedback by saying,

“That doesn’t feel good.” Or: “Do it softer

and go up a little.” 
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She might say, “Hold me down like this — put your hands

here — and kiss me really hard and stick your tongue in my

mouth longer and less timidly.” 

He might say, “Hold my shaft so you can feel the core under

your fingers. Don’t rub the skin, go deeper. Rub the meat of my

shaft up and down in long strokes and swirl up over the head

and go all the way back down. Put on more lube first. Yeah. Like

that. That feels great, baby. Thank you.”

Or whatever YOU are wanting in the moment.  

Notice I didn’t say, “Please.”  

But I did say, “Thank you.”

Which brings us to another facet of effective

feedback loops; this one is my friend Kevin’s

favorite aspect from Sexual Soulmates…

“Okay, baby” 

After reading my book, Kevin called and

asked me: “So what do I do when my

partner blurts out her feedback?” 
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I explained to him that it’s not the time to ask questions,

and it certainly isn’t time to stop and discuss technique.

Your lover is giving you crucial information right in the

moment. All you have to do is accept it as such and adjust

what you’re doing. 

Just say, OK. Do you

like it lighter? Harder?

Give your partner a

simple two-option

choice. Don’t make

them think!

Simple right? But simple isn’t always as easy for

guys. Here’s why…

Due to hormonal fluctuations, a woman’s

responses to sexual stimulation vary day-

by-day. What is “too hard” for her one day

is “too soft” the next. It’s not her fault; it’s

just the capricious nature of her

hormonally-leashed animal. Feedback

loops give her animal permission to speak

up and tell you what feels good and what

doesn’t feel so good right here, right now…
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Which is the only moment

that counts in pleasure.

You want to make absolutely

sure you don’t shoot the

messenger. She’s telling you

what her animal wants. She

does this by tuning into the

sensations she’s feeling in

the moment and reporting

to you without the

expectation that she will do

so politely.

When you simply honor her

changeability and say

“Thank you,” or “Okay, baby,”

she will start to trust that you’re paying

attention to her arousal, which encourages

her to open up even more. 

She can finally RELAX.

Your ego is not going to get bruised. In fact,

you’re happy as a clam at high water because

she’s finally telling you what she wants!
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Few things amplify a woman’s turn-on like knowing you

want to know what pleases her and what doesn’t. So the big

reveal is this:

Say THANK YOU.

That’s all you do.

Just say, “Thank you.”

Or, “OK, baby.”

Or, “Better?”

By saying “Thank you,”

you assure her that you haven’t taken her

feedback as criticism about your style, only

as information about what her body wants. 

She doesn’t worry about upsetting you

when you respond cooly. A simple non-

emotional, “Thank you,” lets her know you

heard her. 

That’s all it takes.
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Oh my gosh, it’s that easy. 

When you start saying, “OK, baby,” a fountain of

sweet feedback will start flowing from her.

And then you will get so damn good in bed

together. Phew! I am getting turned on just

thinking about you two. Yeah!!!

Even better, when you say, “Okay baby,”

you allow her to stay in the theta-

brainwave state of orgasm.  Theta? Yeah.

It’s a nerdy thing. But it’s a simple idea and

highly valuable to understand.
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Quick lesson in sexual

trance states.

This is  a bonus.

Take a little side trip with

me and I’ll wrap up The

Sexual Soulmate Pact

right after. But I want you

to know this:

Your Brain Has Waves.

When you are awake and

active you are in BETA.

When you are in THETA you are in the

moment, feeling sexy, savoring the interplay

between you and your lover.

Interestingly, meditation puts you in the

theta state. Dreams occur in the theta

state. So that blissed-out, dreamy, sexy

state of mind is actually a trance state. It’s

hypnotic.
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And you get a surge of Oxytocin (the bonding hormone)

when you have sex too. So if you’ve ever felt “high” from

sex, that’s because

you’ve been in

sexy dreamland

with your lover.

Dreamland is

where I’m taking

you with The

Sexual Soulmate

Pact. Once you

start effortlessly giving each other verbal course

corrections, the pleasure-meter goes BOING!

And just to nerd out a second longer, when you

hit it big in sexual soulmate land, you’re

actually in a conjoined pleasure trance. The

two of you slip into theta and two become

one. The ONEness of rapture? That’s two

people in theta state playing off each

other’s pleasure in the moment. That’s

where you want to get to. Because when

you get there, the next stop is feeling

God, Spirit, Gaia… Your souls connect in

your lovemaking.
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The reason it’s called sexual SOULmates is that your

souls connect. Two become one. Two-bodies = sexual

ONEness. You can reach states of passionate lovemaking

where you feel like you’ve

touched the source of all

humanity. 

This is the same place

meditators try to get to. You

can do it through sex. You can

get there in other ways as

well. But I like to go on this

ethereal adventure with my

lover. No sense going alone.

Take a buddy! 

Now you know why the last thing you want to

do is flip your lover out of theta into a beta-

brainwave state where they starts talking

rationally and silences their animal.

Let that animal out to play. Roar!

Like Zoe from Scotland, you are going to

love the emphasis on play and the

diminished focus on “performance.”
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And there’s more… not much more.

So far you’ve discovered:

Soulmates are co-created.

You are an animal and so is your lover.

Not only can you handle feedback during

sex, you relish it!

Not using manners helps you stay in the

theta brainwave state of passionate

surrender.
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No right or wrong, only right now

When you have this agreement as a foundation for your

sexual relationship, you no longer hear feedback as, “I did

something wrong.”

There’s no failure, only

feedback. 

A lot of people hold

back their true

thoughts because

they are afraid of

pushing their partner

away. Mark wrote to

me from Florida

about a profound

realization he had that

he was holding back

out of a fear of loss:

“The realization that our biggest obstacle

to being true soulmates was not each

other, but the fear of losing each

other.  Now our goal is to overcome those

fears.” That simple little love hack brought

them to a whole new level of intimacy.
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When you say “Thank you,” you reassure your partner

that you heard them, and indicate that you are happy to

course-correct so you can add to their arousal rather than

cut it short. In other

words, you choose to

make your partner’s

turn-on more important

than your ego’s desire to

“do it right.” There is no

right or wrong, only

right now. 

Giving and receiving

feedback immediately

brings you into the now

where you can fully

experience the interplay

of intimacy.

In summary: feedback loops make

information the priority and take failure

out of the equation. Both men and

women need to respect that their partner

is the authority on their own body and, by

accepting their feedback, you open the

way to more pleasure for both of you.
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Make it easy for your lover to give you what you want

At 34, Lauren was ready to get married and start a family.

But she was adamant about one thing: she was not going to

end up in a sexless

marriage like so many

of her friends.

She was a firm believer

that a couple who had a

passionate connection

would be able to

weather the storms of

life together.

So rather than wait until

she found her perfect

man, she decided to make a “Soulmate Pact”

with the men she was dating. To a man, the

guys she made this pact with LOVED IT. 

They consistently said things like:

“Wow, I love the way you give me

feedback.”

“That pact we made helps me be a better

lover for you.”
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“I get so much more turned on because I’m not worried

how I’m doing.”

“I trust you to tell

me, and I love it

when you do!”

When Lauren met

the man she

eventually married,

he immediately

loved The Sexual

Soulmate Pact. He

said, “I can

pleasure you

better than any of

my former lovers

because you’re the

first woman who’s

been able to talk to me about what’s going

on and tell me what you want in a way

that makes it so easy to give it to you!”
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A love like no other

The dream of a sexual soulmate relationship is yours to

claim. So claim it with your whole being. Practice what I

preach. That’s right, practice. Words don’t teach. You have to

take action. It can be edgy… believe me, I know. 

All you have to do is make a choice, bring

your heart and your soul on this journey,

and walk hand-in-hand with your lover

into new territory where you will find a

love like no other.
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The Soulmate Pact is just one of the six essentials for

connected sex from the #1 international best-selling book,

Sexual Soulmates.

Get “Sexual Soulmates: 6 Essentials for
Connected Sex” Here
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About Susan

— For over a decade Susan Bratton been a 

trusted hot sex advisor to millions of sexual seekers through her

many books, Better Lover YouTube videos and guided

audios. Her most popular offerings include Sexual

Soulmates: The 6 Essentials To Connected Sex, The

Steamy Sex Ed® Video Collection made for couples

to watch together, Relationship Magic: Your Top 4

Relationship Values, The Passion Patch: The One

Place To Touch Her, Revive Her Drive, 30

Romance Tricks That Work Like Magic, and

Female Genitalia: Anatomy & Arousal.

The thrust of her work serves those who crave a

profoundly nurturing sex life.

“
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Get on Susan’s mailing list 
for free romance and sensuality

techniques. Create more
masculine/feminine passion.

Get more free Expanded Orgasm,
Tantra and seduction skills advice

for couples at Expand Her Orgasm
Tonight or Seduction Trilogy.

Get more free advice on multiple
orgasm and female ejaculatory

orgasms and on sexual
healing at Female Liquid Orgasm.

If you dare, get Sloane’s sexy
adventures and sensual musings

by email.
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